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[DEFINITION] Lonely Planet's Discover Italy app has been given a makeover, so it's easier to use and
even more fun. Choose the best destination for you - Venice, Rome, Sicily, the Amalfi Coast or
Sardinia - and access attractions, hotels and restaurants listed by region, with top attractions

marked on the map. Enjoy tip-of-the-tongue moments - spot something you've never heard of? Add
it to your favourites. The new app has a new app name, features and improved artwork, so you can
explore the world through the eyes of a local in different ways.Q: What can I do about cycling class

signups not displaying properly in iOS 13? On iOS 13 when you try and sign up to a class online,
you're presented with the circular bike icon in place of your name. I find this particularly annoying on

iOS where there is no region menu, so we're supposed to choose your location and still have no
place to type your name... What is the best thing to do about this? A: I'm just going to answer this

not to receive any upvotes, but because I think this is an easy answer for some people and I've
figured out a fix for that. Instead of just going to the class profile page and clicking Sign Up, you

have to click the little gear icon at the top right of the page. From here you can add your sign up info
and your name will show up. As far as I've been able to tell, this is the only way to fix the iOS 13

display problem. Q: How to copy a plain text into a varchar in SQL Server I am trying to copy some
plain text into a varchar but when I do that and insert into my table I get an error saying Conversion
failed when converting the varchar value 'null' to data type int. This is my code: create table DBO.tt (

AuthID nvarchar(100) ) insert into DBO.tt (AuthID) values ('1') A: As the error message says, your
AuthID is of type nvarchar - also known as character. Edit: I assume you want to check if the AuthID

column is null, i.e. has not been set 0cc13bf012
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